July 26-August 3, 2014

Nine days • Nine stages • 570 miles • 41,000'
In 1995, the Santa Rosa Cycling Club staged its first ever week-long cycle-tour, using a packet of routes borrowed from the
Sacramento Wheelmen. In 1996, we laid out a tour on our own: The Crater-to-Coast Tour in Southern Oregon. In six stages,
it went from the hills above Ashland up to Crater Lake, then across valleys and hills to the coast, and finally down the coast
to a finish near Crescent City, California.
Ten years later, in the summer of 2005, we revisited that Oregon tour, but we altered the route to turn it into a loop that
began and ended in Ashland. In 1996, we had the services of a chartered bus, allowing us to end the tour far from where we
started it. We did not have that option the second time around, so we needed to come back at the finish to where we had
stashed our car pool fleet for the week at the start. This logistical challenge turned out to be a blessing in disguise, as it
opened up some wonderful new country for us on our way back over the mountains from the coast to Ashland...essentially
the last three stages of the tour.
Now, another ten years later, we’d like to tackle this wonderful tour again. This time around, we won’t be changing much.
We feel we got it about right in 2005.
It’s a long tour for one week. We will cycle for nine days straight, which is all the days you can wring out of two weekends
and five weekdays. The first and last stages are short, allowing us enough time each day for travel: driving from Santa Rosa to
Ashland at the beginning and, at the end, after the ride, enough time for having showers and a nice lunch in Ashland before
driving home. It’s about a six-hour drive between Santa Rosa and Ashland, so this is not unrealistic. (We did it before.) Full
days, for sure, but manageable.
The last time we did this loop, with a few detours thrown in, we logged almost 590 miles over the nine days. In spite of all
those miles, it wasn’t a difficult tour, overall. We accumulated 41,000’ of elevation gain, but it was rarely steep climbing, and
we don’t recall too many people feeling trashed at the ends of any stages. We typically had loads of daylight left after we got
off the bikes...time for washing up, eating, relaxing, or even whizzing a frisbee around camp.
This tour follows the format of all our club tours: what we call cooperative touring. Our overnights will be campsites, keeping costs low. Each day, two trucks will haul our gear to the next camp. All participants share in the chores associated with
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keeping our little village moving along the roads. Veterans
know the drill on this, and we will assist any new participants
in getting up to speed. (We have a primer on how we run our
tours available for anyone who wants to learn more about our
way of doing things.) In addition to our luggage and kitchen
trucks, we will be accompanied each day by two sag wagons.
Typically, each sag is managed by a crew of two people who
take turns, driving the sag and riding their bikes on alternate
days. The tour budget pays for two staff members who drive
our luggage and kitchen trucks and take care of food shopping
before and during the tour.
We now use two smaller trucks, one devoted entirely to
kitchen supplies and equipment and food, and one devoted
to personal luggage and other odds and ends. This allows the
kitchen truck to stay tidy and efficient and also makes the
loading and unloading of the personal gear quite a bit simpler.
Of course, two trucks need two drivers. During the tour, the
two food wranglers can handle that. On the long drives to
and from the tour, we hope to recruit two tour participants
to handle one of the trucks (so no one has to drive solo for
such a long distance).
We will be organized into a car pool fleet, beginning with
filling our two large passenger vans (our sag vans) and then

augmented with however many vehicles we will need to move
all our people and bikes and gear. Excess car pool vehicles
will be left at the YMCA in Ashland for the week, where we
can use the showers after our last ride. (Once our roster is
set, participants will receive further e-mail communiqués
about tour logistics, including sorting out the car pools.) All
participants will share the gas costs to and from the tour for
the vehicle in which they make the trip...with one exception:
anyone driving our second truck would not have to pay for gas
at all. That truck will be on the club’s tab all the way.
This tour preview is meant to be more than just an entertaining read for participants. It is intended to serve as an aid to
navigation and to provide a deeper understanding of where we
are and why we have chosen this or that route. Some readers
with a high tolerance for finicky, turn-by-turn detail will read
it from front to back in one sitting. If this works for you, great.
But we also suggest you take it one stage at a time, preferably
on the day before you ride that stage, so the details will be fresh
for you when you’re out on the road. If you don’t choose to
print the entire doc and bring it with you on tour, you should
at least print out the maps and route slips at the back. They
should be an essential part of your travel gear.
Let’s hit the road...

Cape Arago, end of Stage 5
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Day 2: Howard Prairie
Lake to Mazama Village
70 miles, 4000', 2000' down
Given just a brief look at a map, it
would be easy to write this stage off as
being all about its destination: Crater
Lake National Park. But that would be
both inaccurate and a slight to the very
real charms of what lies between the
start and the destination.

Day 1: Ashland to Howard Prairie Lake
22 miles, 3500' up, 1000' down
Obviously, 22 miles is not going to add up to
much of a stage (although note the elevation
gain: much of it is uphill). We think of this as our
tour prologue; something to do on our travel day.
Coming from California, we chose to begin our
tour at the most accessible, most southerly point
on the loop, where it interesects Interstate-5 at
Ashland. It takes about six hours to drive to Ashland, and that leaves a little sliver of afternoon in
which to grind up the big climb on Dead Indian
Memorial Highway and down the other side of
the ridge to camp. That puts us right where we
need to be to start our first full stage tomorrow
morning. We have made arrangements to stash
our car pool fleet at the Ashland YMCA, which
is just up the off-ramp from I-5 and right on the
route to camp. It has the added bonus of offering
us showers at the end of our final stage.
The bulk of this first, prologue stage is taken
up with Dead Indian Memorial Highway (above,
looking down the grade). You pick it up right out
of Ashland and stick with it for over 16 miles,
the first 12 of which are steadily uphill. The
climbing is never painful, but it does go on for
what seems like a long time, especially if it’s a
hot afternoon, which is very likely. Scenery is
much as you see it in the photo: woods in the
distance and sometimes by the road, but loads
of sweeping vistas over rolling, grassy hillsides.
Over the top, there’s a descent of a few miles and
then a rolling run south along the lake to camp
(both lower photos). The camp is a decent facility
with plenty of room for tenters.

For one thing, although the stage does
end up in the national park, it stops
short of the lake. That particular gratification will have to be deferred until
the next day. The stage ends in Mazama
Village, the park headquarters, which
is well below the rim of the ancient
caldera of Mount Mazama. (Mount Mazama was the highest
of all the Cascade peaks, all of which are volcanic in origin.
It blew its top off, a la Mt. St. Helens, leaving the big hole in
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Road and the little roads that follow spend the
next 35 miles bumping along the fringe of these
wetlands and meadows. Now the open spaces
dominate—meadows, marshes, and lake—and
the walls of trees become the exception rather
than the rule. When it isn’t being wetlands and
marshes, it’s wide open cattle country (middle
photo). It’s all very pleasant and pretty and about
as easy as bike riding can be. And it’s nearly carfree. Not much out there at all.
After passing through the tiny town of Fort Klamath at mile 53, the land begins to tilt uphill
again in a dedicated sort of way. No more rollers.
This is a long grind, all the way to camp. After a
few miles of false-flat, the final ten miles of the
stage gain 1600’, which works out to an average
grade of about 3%. And for once, that’s an
accurate indicator of what you’ll find on
the road...just a long, easy pull up the side
of the old volcanic cone. Here and there
along the way you can catch some lovely
vistas from near the road down into the
canyon of Annie Creek (below). Stopping
to admire these views provides a good excuse for putting a foot down and breaking
the climb up into bite-sized chunks.

the middle, which has been filled in
by Crater Lake.)
But I’m getting ahead of myself,
talking about the famous lake
when we’re not there yet. Instead,
let’s go back to Howard Prairie
Lake—a much more modest puddle—and begin there. The first
25 miles of the stage roll up and
down through fir forest typical of
the Cascades, with the occasional
open meadow or small lake to
break up the passing colonnade of
tree trunks. After a fast descent of
a couple of miles around mile 25
(above), things change a bit.
We have arrived at the shore of
Upper Klamath Lake, or more
precisely, at the sprawling wetlands that surround the big lake
and constitute the Upper Klamath
National Wildlife Refuge. Westside
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Mazama Village is a large campground
hidden away amidst the forest trees a few
miles below the rim of the big caldera. It’s
a pleasant enough camp, but has no special claim to fame except for being where
we want it to be and having showers.

even if you don’t care about that, the view
alone is reason enough to come here.

Day 3: Mazama Village to Horseshoe Bend
64 miles, 2500', 7100' down
77 miles, 4400', 9000' down
The marquee attraction on this day is certainly Crater Lake
(photo on title page and another in the gallery at the back). It’s
probably one of the star attractions of the whole tour. But the
stage is more than just one lake, no matter how special it is.
There is good stuff around almost every bend, all day long.
The longer-shorter route options boil down to this: do you
want to go around the west rim of the lake (shorter) or the
east rim (longer and hillier)? Having done the longer east rim
on my first tour here, it was easy for me to choose the shorter,
less ambitious west rim the second time. All in all, the only
reason I can think of for doing the longer east rim is simply
to pound the extra miles. It’s considerably
harder (as in hillier) and for all that effort,
you don’t really see all that much more
of the lake, as the road on that side of the
lake drops off the rim and the lake is out
of sight for long stretches, whereas on the
west rim, you are almost always right up
on the rim, with the lake in sight.

I’m not going to spool out the entire Crater
Lake story here. You probably learned it in
school or have been there or have seen it on
some nature show, or at least have seen the
lake in a million photographs on everything
from jigsaw puzzles to nature calendars to
screen saver wallpaper. It is an icon. For
now, just the basics: as noted earlier, Mount
Mazama was a big, volcanic cone, like Hood
and Shasta and Rainer. And like St. Helens
and Lassen, it blew up, quite recently, in geologic terms, several thousand years ago. The
top of the mountain blew off very cleanly,
leaving the teacup-shaped caldera. Filled
by snowmelt and nothing else, the lake has
remained incredibly clean and pure, and as
it’s the deepest lake in North America, the
resulting waters show an almost unreal deep
blue color which can’t quite be captured in
photographs. You have to see it in person on a sunny day to
appreciate the intensity of the color.
For such a little lake, it packs quite a wallop as a roadside
attraction, and riding around the rim—on either side—is a
great adventure. First though, you have to climb up to the
rim, and that’s an almost 8-mile climb from Mazama Village...
never brutally steep, but substantial work (photo at top). After
soaking up all the scenery you can stand along the rim, you
get back that 8-mile climb and then some over the balance of
the stage. There is some up and down as you work your way
along the rim, but eventually, you drop off the edge and keep
dropping, nearly constantly, for the next 40+ miles. Okay,
there is one 2-mile climb in there, and a lot of the descent is
so gradual you’ll be pedaling, possibly into a headwind blowing up out of the valley. But overall, it’s down, down, down,
and some of it is seriously fast and fun. Total elevation loss

What’s more, if you do the east rim, you
miss one of the very best attractions on the
west rim: Crater Lake Lodge (right). This
is a classic National Park-style lodge built
100 years ago. It has undergone a restoration in recent years and now looks wonderful. And talk about location: it’s right on
the rim, with superb views over the lake.
I’m a sucker for grand old park lodges, but
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can give you directions to get there.
Perhaps the best bang for the buck in the
waterfall department today is Tokatee Falls,
the last of the three (photo in the gallery at
the back). It really is exquisitely beautiful,
and it’s easy to get to...just a short way off
the main route on a small side road. Not a
lot of walking required.
This might be a good spot for me to insert my
standard reminder about getting off the bike
to see and enjoy whatever scenic treats lie
along our routes. No one gets extra brownie
points or gold medals for being the first to
finish a stage. We’re on vacation and we have
all day to get to camp. Take your time and
see what’s right here in front of you. You may
never travel down this road again.
will be somewhere between 7000’ and 9000’.
At around mile 11 on the west-rim route, we top out at the
highest point on the ragged rim of the crater, at around 7500'.
This is not only the the highest point on the stage, it’s the
highest point on the tour. It’s also the launching pad for a wild
descent of around 12 miles, almost all of it a rockin’ ripper.
The descents later in the day are more moderate, but this one
just honks...as wild and wooly as you want to make it.
Near the bottom of that run, we leave the national park and
tee into Hwy 138. This will be our home for most of the rest
of the day, but before we become accustomed to it, we turn off
of it for a little detour past Diamond Lake (at about mile 26
on the west-rim route)...a more generic but nevertheless very
pretty lake (above). There is a flat-to-rolling paved bike trail
along the lake and then the 2-mile climb up from the lake.
From then on, we’ll be descending for the rest of the stage,
following the canyon of the wild Umpqua River.
Along the way, there are three waterfalls that we may decide
are worth side trips. Clearwater Falls comes up first, around
mile 40. It’s small but very pretty, and is easily accessible in
bike shoes. It’s right off the highway and riding right up to it
is no trouble at all.
Watson Falls (right) comes up next at around mile 49. It’s the
second highest waterfall in Oregon (after Multnomah Falls)
and is quite impressive. But it’s more of a walk—a half-mile
loop trail—than you can do in most cleated shoes. On our first
tour here, we put a sag at the trailhead with a box of street
shoes and swapped out our footgear. Almost everyone did
the short hike. On our second tour, we skipped this roadside
attraction and did a long detour on a crummy gravel road,
followed by a long hike, to get to a wonderful hot springs way
up in the woods. This was suggested by someone who had
been there already and knew the way. It was loads of fun but
a lot of bother, and I’m not inclined to repeat the experience.
However, if you crave that extra, oddball adventure, I think we
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Horseshoe Bend is a USFS camp on the Umpqua. A nice camp, but with no showers. It offers a good group
site, set off on its own. You can rinse off the salt in the river,
but it’s cold! (I read somewhere that the Umpqua is reputed
to be the coldest river in Oregon.) We will bring our very good
portable showers for those who can’t muster up the brass to
take a dip in the icy river.

loses 200' in the first mile on a fun run, then just 600' over
the remaining 28 miles of a very constant grade (except for
a couple of rollers). That works out to less than 1%. In fact,
it’s really pretty much level. Downhills don’t get much more
moderate than this. It would be a perfect venue for a smooth,
steady pace line, as long as the passing traffic allows for it.
At about mile 30, we finish our run along 138 and turn right
for a brief detour around the edge of the town of Glide on Glide
Loop Drive. This takes us to a wasyside turnout overlooking
a pretty spot called Colliding Rivers. The Umpqua River and
the Little River ram into each other almost head-on in a rocky
defile, which they say makes quite a spectacular show at high
water. We’re always here in the summer when the waters are
very quiet, but it’s still pretty, and it makes a good spot for a
break, so that’s what we propose to do, at mile 31.
After the Glide loop and rest stop, we jog back across Hwy 138
and bear off to the southwest on some nice backroads. We’re
fortunate that they’re here, where we need them, because 138
really goes into full highway—near freeway—mode from this
point onward, heading toward the city of Roseburg and the
I-5 corridor.

Day 4: Horseshoe Bend to Camas Valley
79 miles, 3000’ up, 3400' down
This may be one of the harder stages on the tour. It’s long,
it can be hot, and it contains some challenging climbs late
in the day.
It starts out easy enough, with 30 miles of gentle downhill,
rolling along in the bottom of the green and shady Umpqua
River valley (photo above and another in the gallery). While the river is generally gorgeous and is
visible from the road most of the time, the road
itself is nothing special. This is more of Hwy 138,
and it has the look of a typical numbered state
highway: wide and smooth and as straight as
the engineers could make it in this meandering
river canyon. It doesn't always have wide shoulders either. That sounds as if it could be a little
worrisome on a busy highway, but in two trips
along this stretch, I can’t recall anyone having
a close shave from the passing vehicles. (Drivers
in Oregon—in general—are a little better with
bikes than what we’re used to here.)
From the top of a little summit just out of camp,
the road drops about 800' in 29 miles. But it

The bulk of this highway-avoidance detour is accomplished
along Buckhorn Road (below). It looks like a small highway,
but I think the traffic counts will be pretty low. Anyone in a
hurry will be over on Hwy 138. Buckhorn doesn't serve any
towns or connect to anything else significant. The only people
on it will be locals and the occasional lost tourist. It’s 13 miles
long. There is a ridge to climb over around the mid-point:
a double-hump summit rising up around 600' over three
or four miles and then descending over about six or seven
miles. Top gradients might be around 8% but most of it will
be more like 3-5%.
Buckhorn tees back into 138 just east of Roseburg. We have no
alternative but to hop back on the highway, but we only need
to be on it for one flat mile before we bail on Douglas Avenue,
a mostly quiet, mostly residential street through Roseburg’s
eastern neighborhoods. There is one short, sharp climb in
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the top. If it’s a hot afternoon, this will seem
like real work, out in the sun. This is high
enough to have left the shady, deciduous woods
behind and to now be all firs and pines. If it’s
any consolation to you, that hard work will
be repaid with a snappy downhill: two miles
of fult-tilt flying, then four more miles that
include some up-and-down rollers, but where
the downs predominate.

town, and then we descend to a pretty little waterfront park,
right in the center of town. This will be a good spot for our
next regroup, at exactly 50 miles.
After the rest stop, we cross over the river and under the
interstate on a half-mile run along an urban boulevard. But
then we escape to nice bike roads again by seeking out Military
Road, a pleasant, wooded lane bumping along the side of a big
hill, with most of the urban and suburban life of Roseburg out
of sight. I don’t know why it’s called Military. I can’t see any
military facilities around. It’s just a nice, quiet byway, three
miles long, taking us all the way out of the city. It is marked
as the preferred bike path through this area.
So the urban transit of Roseburg is about as painless as it
can be. Once out the other side of town though, “painless”
might not be the word that comes to your mind to describe
the roads ahead. There are three climbs that will make most
riders work, if not suffer. A first, easy uphill is along Military,
but it is bundled with another climb on the following road
(Lookingglass) that is longer and steeper. A nice descent
comes next, down to the little one-store town of Lookingglass
(above), where some of us stopped on a hot
afternoon and raided their freezer case for
ice cream bars and popcicles.
The next two climbs are longer, and the
first of the two is steeper. This is along
Coos Bay Wagon Road. From the store,
this road runs west for four miles of false
flat, now well out of the Roseburg ’burbs
and into deep country (first agricultural—
pastures and crops—then broadleaf forest
in the lowlands). After those mellow miles,
it kicks up into a three-mile climb (right)
that gains a bit over 600'. That doesn’t
sound too bad, but it’s not steady. There
are pitches on the high side of 10% near
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That run, including Coos Bay Wagon Road and
Reston Road, brings us down to a junction with
Hwy 42, heading west, at about mile 71. We’ll
be on the highway for the final eight miles of
the stage, and that includes one more climb.
It’s the biggest of them all, but is not as steep
as the last one. It actually gains more elevation
over the same distance than the previous climb,
but it’s all done on the sort of constant grade
we associate with main highways, which 42 is.
So it never feels really leg-breaker painful, but it does get old,
right at the end of the stage...wearisome and tedious.
Fianlly, not a moment too soon, we crest out and descend to
the village of Camas Valley. On both our prior trips, we have
stayed on the campus of Camas Valley High School. Those in
charge have always been most helpful and hospitable. Old but
serviceable showers are available in the locker rooms.

Stage 5: Camas Valley to Sunset Bay
70-75 miles, 2500’ up, 3600' down
The basic stage today is about as easy as any ride of this length
could be. The distance from the start to our camp in Sunset
Bay State Park is only 70 miles, but we hope you won’t stop
there. There is a 5-mile round trip beyond camp that is well
worth doing. (More about that when we get there.) Adding the
five miles from camp at the end will make it a 75-mile ride, but
still a relatively moderate proposition, and with great rewards
for the extra work. We wholeheartedly urge everyone to do

little bumps—but aside from that, the route is
dang near flat until mile 59.
Unfortunately, after those peaceful, meandering
miles, and after crossing the river and dropping
into the town of Coquille, we have to return to
Hwy 42 for a few more miles at a point where
it’s starting to be a fairly busy arterial. We even
ride up the shoulder of Hwy 101 for a time. But
all of it is on wide shoulders and really isn’t too
awful. It’s only substandard when compared to
the nice miles that preceded it. And even this
shall pass. After 12 miles of busy highways, we
get to scamper off into the woods again on a hilly,
backroad journey out to the beach.

the bonus miles. To come here and not do the add-on would
be a crime. It’s one of the the best parts of the day.
Almost the entire first half of the ride passes by in a pleasantly uneventful cruise downstream along the Middle Fork
of the Coquille River. All mildly downhill; all mildly scenic,
and all on the wide shoulder of a mid-sized highway. It’s
pretty much a repeat of the beginning of yesterday’s stage,
with the run along Hwy 138. Now we’re cruising along Hwy
42, and the “downhill” grade is even more gradual than the
non-downhill yesterday. Okay, there are a few spots where
it slopes off enough that you can coast. But overall, it’s as
close to level as a road can be without being as flat as a pool
table. The only special attraction along this section is a nicely
preserved covered bridge (above) at around mile 15. It’s right
next to the highway, so stopping is easy, if that sort of thing
interests you.
This almost-level run goes on longer than yesterday’s did.
The Hwy 42 section lasts for 32 miles, into the town of Myrtle
Point, but that’s not the end of the more-or-less flat roads. In
the center of town—where we’ll probably
set up a rest stop—we lose the highway
for a meandering detour along little farm
roads in the flat, verdant valley of the river.
It’s a confusing maze of lanes where a few
folks got lost on our first tour through
here. Second time around, we all muddled
through. It’s a lovely environment for
cycling: itty bitty roads wiggling along
next to estuaries and rivers, backed up
with dairy pastures and woods. Quiet and
peaceful. This pastoral run only lasts nine
miles, but its charms seem to exceed that
modest mileage total.
As for the topography, there are two or
three very small bumps to hump over
between miles 49 and 52—I mean, really

Our escape hatch from the highways comes up
at mile 59, with a short but steepish climb on a
tiny byway called Shinglehouse Slough Road.
After nearly 60 miles, you finally discover a reason for having
a little chainring on your bike! This nice road leads to Libby
Road, which continues, in the same vein, up and over and
around a mess of little ridges and sloughs and woods and
wetlands, working west toward the towns of Charleston and
Barview, on the south shore of Coos Bay. We cross an estuary,
leave the towns behind, and head out onto the beautiful, rocky
headland of Cape Arago.
If you look at a map of this area, you can easily find the Cape
Arago peninsula. A large chunk of this land mass is within
the borders of three state parks, from north to south: Sunset
Bay, Shore Acres, and Cape Arago. Sunset Bay (below) has the
campgrounds, as well as the pretty beach shown here. Note
the rocky bluff across the bay: our very private, very special
group site is up there on that bluff, while the busy main camp
is behind the photographer.
The road runs south beyond Sunset Bay to its terminus at
Cape Arago, and that constitutes the bonus-miles out-&-back.
Every inch of it is pretty, and the best of it is as pretty as it
gets: the essential Oregon coastal experience, complete with
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Stage 6: Sunset Bay to Powers
66 miles, 3200' up, 3000' down
This too is a relatively easy day. It starts with a
little backtracking along the Cape Arago Highway, then turns uphill on Seven Devils Road.
It’s a colorful road name, but there is nothing
especially satanic about the road. It does climb
quite substantially for awhile...a few pitches that
will make you work (below)...but it’s nothing like
the big passes we encounter in the mountains.
Between miles 2 and 14, there are three climbs of
two miles, one mile, and one mile, interspersed
with lots of rolling ups and downs. Most of Seven
Devils is lovely, although some of the nearby hills
have been logged fairly recently, leaving things
looking a little raw.
soaring rock cliffs and standing stones, barking sea lions,
pristine beach coves and unlimited ocean. That’s out at the
the southern end of the cape (photo above and on page 2 of
the introduction). In between, you have Shore Acres, which is
an entirely different experience. Out here on the edge of the
continent, with rugged, sea-girt cliffs and wind-sculpted trees,
you wouldn’t expect to find a formal garden like something
from the forecourt of a French chateau. But that’s what you
get (bottom photo). The wealthy Simpson family (Simpson
Paper) built the estate early in the 20th century. At some point
the main house burnt down, but the formal gardens remain
as a state park, and they’re maintained to a high standard. It’s
very much worth it to ride in to the gardens, park the bike,
and wander around for awhile. Barefoot, if need be.
Our campsite is called Norton Gulch. When I first cycled
through here, even before any of our club tours, I stayed in the
main Sunset Bay State Park campground. It’s quite congested,
with tiny sites all packed in together and RV’s trundling by all
day and night. Not great. But as noted on the previous page, the group site is way off on its own,
well away from the bustling camp. You head up
a dinky dirt lane and suddenly pop out into this
immense meadow of mowed lawn, almost 300
yards long by 50 to 100 yards wide, all hemmed
in by a thick hedge of trees and shrubs...entirely
private. What’s more, it sits up on its own private
bluff, just above the crashing surf, with trails
slinking out through the hedge of shrubs and
dropping down to the shore. A ranger told me
the site was originally proposed and developed
by a local car club as a place to have rallies and
line up all their vintage vehicles. If so, we all
owe those car buffs a debt of gratitude, for this
is one of the coolest group sites anywhere. The
only drawback to all that seclusion: only primitive toilets on site, and you have to walk down
to the main camp for showers.
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After the modest Seven Devils climbs, we turn right onto East
Humphreys and get a little payback on the work we’ve put in
on Seven Devils: two miles of sweet gravity candy, slinking
back and forth down the hillside, back almost to sea level.

Our road along the river is just about dead flat
for six miles, but then we have one more rather
ambitious climb to do when we turn off 42-S
onto Myrtle Point-Lampa Road. Within a short
distance the road will tilt up into a stiff little
climb: a bit over 300' up in one mile, and the
same distance down off the other side...only the
descent is steeper, up in the 15% range.

After that grin-inducing frolic, the route visits the resort
lands surrounding Bandon Dunes: two new golf courses built
in the Scottish links style that have in a very brief time risen
to near the top of the chart in rankings for great American
golf courses. Those who follow golf think this is a pretty cool
deal here, and it is having a significant impact on the local
economy around the old resort town of Bandon, with wellheeled golfers flying in from all over the world to play these
courses. For the cyclist, all it means is riding through an attractive area of dunes and woods on well-paved, pretty lanes,
with the occasional glimpse of fairway or trophy home back in
the trees. It’s a pretty little detour and it has the added benefit
of keeping us off of Hwy 101 for a few miles, which is where
cyclists used to have to ride through this section (before the
resort was developed).

Somewhere beyond that ridge, we stumble upon
our route from yesterday and begin retracing the
route, back into the town of Myrtle Point and
back east along Hwy 42 for just a bit. Then we
peel off to the south toward the town of Powers
along the Powers Highway (below). We leave
the Middle Fork of the Coquille River and now
start heading upstream along the South Fork.
Upstream means uphill, so the elevation profile
over the final miles has a moderately upward-trending look to
it. Nothing much...in fact nearly level. The photo is a reasonably accurate representation of what to expect: easy rollers,
smooth pavement, light traffic, and nice scenery, including
overlooks of the pretty river.
Camp in Powers means the county park just north of town,
and it happens to be one of the nicer camps on the whole tour.
There are decent showers and pleasant group areas, all spread
out on green lawns next to a little pond. (No swimming in
the pond, though.) We almost missed this somewhat obscure
park when laying out the 2005 tour, but a local cyclist tipped
us off about it, and it proved to be a fortunate find.

Once through this zone of affluence, the route travels south on
101—briefley—before visiting the seaside village of Bandon.
Used to be, we always went to the Bandon Creamery and got
an ice cream cone. But the bigger Tillamook Creamery—the
cheese people—recently bought the Bandon Creamery and
closed it down. So no more rest stop at the creamery. But as
the town comes up at a shade under 25 miles, it still makes
sense to take a break here. We’ll have a sag parked somewhere
along the pretty waterfront.
We leave Bandon by way of a two-mile climb, leaving the coast
and heading back inland. This is the spot where we abandon
our original (1996) route, which stayed on the coast. This
begins our journey back through the mountains to Ashland,
including the new stages we loved so much in 2005.
The first half-mile of the climb is along a neighborhood street
in Bandon—avoiding a run along Hwy 101. Once out of town,
we’re on Hwy 42-South, a slightly less busy kid brother to
Hwy 42. Over the top of that two-mile ascent (all very easy)
we descend to the Coquille River for more of those winding,
quiet lanes through the pretty meadows, woods, and marshes
along the river valley. The photo at top shows elk browsing the
shallows of the river, right along our little highway.
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miles, up into the high hills (still along
the Coquille, which turns east with the
road). Now we’re climbing in earnest,
gaining around 3000' between mile 17
and mile 40. Those first three miles are
hard work, followd by 13 miles of gently uphill rollers and false flats. If the
run along the lower river canyon was
beautiful, this run may require some
other adjective that tops “beautiful.”
How about sublime? There are several
spots where the river, now more of a
mountain cascade, can be seen from
the road, often doing fancy, show-off
bits with glassy green pools and waterfalls, including Upper Coquille River
Falls, where it might be worth getting
off the bike and visiting. (See photo in
gallery at back.)

Stage 7: Powers to Glendale
71 miles, 6000’ up, 5000' down
Crater Lake may be spectacular and memorable. So too may
be Cape Arago and its rugged cliffs and coves. But for pure
biking enjoyment, for epic adventure of the cycle-touring sort,
this stage may stand out as the best of the week. It is really
something special.
This is the day we climb back through the Coast Range and
drop into the inland valleys that will eventually take us back
to Ashland. The Coast Range mountains are never huge, but
like their counterparts in Northern California, they are a busy,
steeply folded landscape of ridges and river canyons...up and
down, early and often.
Our camp was on the north side of the town of Powers, so we
begin today’s stage by riding south, into and through the little
town. Heading south from Hwy 42, Powers Highway down
to the town of Powers is a nice two-lane with solid, contemporary engineering, as seen in the earlier photo from yesterday’s stage. South of Powers, it stops being a “highway” and
becomes simply Powers South Road (above). It narrows and
wiggles about more, as it becomes more intimately entangled
with the South Fork of the Coquille. The river narrows too, or
its gorge does. Great masses of rock fill the stream in decorative ways. Birch, alder, and aspen crowd the banks in lovely
profusion. This really is one of the prettiest roads I can recall
riding. It approaches perfection. The photo above is the only
one I have for this 16-mile stretch of road. While a pleasant
image, it hardly begins to do justice to the scenery.
But wait...there’s more. It gets better. At around mile 17, after
a tight hairpin in the bottom of a pocket canyon, the road
begins to climb. Turn east at mile 18 and pick up USFS Road
3348 (right) and continue the climb, to a total of about three
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They have a local bike ride up here
called the “Tour de Fronds.” Fern
fronds...get it? It’s a good name. You’ve never seen such a mass
of green and fuzzy ferns in one place. The little road is like a
tunnel through them. I almost felt as if I were riding in the
belly of some great green beast. See the photo in the gallery at
the back to get a better appreciation of this verdant world.
Road 3348 is also known as Kelsey Mule Road, although the
signing can be a bit vague out in the boonies. Whatever it’s
called, it’s a fantastic road. At mile 33, that long, gently uphill
run ends with a modest descent of a mile and a half. That little

Stage 8: Glendale to
Cantrall-Buckley Park
83 miles, 3700’ up, 3700' down

drop into a creek canyon brings us to the real climbing challenge of the day: four and a half miles up with around 1600'
of gain to a summit at 3789'. That works out to an average of
around 7%, but there are a number of spots on the high side
of 10%. It’s butch. We’ll try to place a sag somewhere on the
climb or near the summit.
Once over the top at mile 39, the roads tilt downhill for most
of the rest of the stage. In most exquisite particular, between
miles 39 and 47, bold descenders will be in heaven: 2400' down
in eight miles...nothing but one slinky bend after another,
down and down (above). Good pavement. Great scenery. Added
to the wonderful run along the Coquille in the first half of the
stage, this downhill quite literally puts the stage over the top
in terms of biking delight. It’s about as good as it would be if
you drew it up as a fantasy of what a great stage could be.
The final 25 or so miles into the town of Glendale, along West
Fork Road, Cow Creek Road and Reuben Road, are rolling,
with a few ups and a few downs. Nothing major in either department, as the pretty scenery continues along the banks of
Cow Creek. This is all high-quality cycle-touring. It may not
be quite as grand as some of the preceding miles,
but it’s still very nice, and the good stuff continues
right up to the little town.

This is the longest stage of the tour, but it’s doubtful many riders would name it as the hardest one.
About the only thing that could make this stage
brutal is heat. This tour is scheduled for August
because that’s the time when we are least likely to
encounter rain in Oregon. That’s the good news;
the bad news is that the same dry season can be
quite toasty, once one is away from the coast.
These interior valleys of Southern Oregon can be
blisteringly hot in the summer, and if you happened to catch a scorcher on your run through
here, it might turn into a rather long, tiresome
day. It wasn’t that way for us on our prior tour. The day was
pleasantly warm. Okay, it was hot. But not killer hot. But who
knows what we’ll get the next time around?
We leave Glendale on a pretty little back road, but at around
mile three, we turn up the on-ramp and ride out onto Interstate-5. Yep, we have to ride along the shoulder of the freeway
for a few miles. When local cyclists told me this was the only
option, I was a little dismayed at the prospect. But in fact it
turns out to be no big deal: huge shoulders and relatively light
traffic make it tolerable. A little over two miles of easy climbing (below) to 1830' Stage Road Pass, then over three miles
of very fast, smooth descending to the Wolf Creek off-ramp
and back onto back roads.
And what nice back roads they are! The little town of Wolf
Creek, with its grand old hotel, is the jumping off point for two
really sweet roads: Lower Wolf Creek Road and Lower Grave
Creek Road. Both are quiet and mostly car-free. Both do more
descending than climbing, although there is plenty of both,
and all of the miles, either up or down, are perfectly scaled to
bike travel...twisty and scenic and fun. It’s essentially a reprise

For our overnight in Glendale, we made use of
another high school, and once again, the school
administrators were cordial and cooperative. We
had anticipated a peaceful evening in a quiet corner
of the campus, but it didn’t quite work out that way.
A big forest fire was raging nearby and the high
school had been commandeered by fire fighters as
their base camp, with about 2000 personnel and a
vast tent village of kitchens and first aid facilities,
etc. It was a major zoo. We got shunted off into a
far corner of the site. But even at that, we felt fortunate: the fire was close enough to our route—just
one ridge over—that it was touch-and-go whether
they would allow us to ride the stage at all.
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here and needing to be chased down and
herded back to their proper roads.
After a lumpy little climb on Azalea and
Robertson Bridge Road, our route plunges
back down to a crossing of the Rogue at
around mile 44. After that, over on the SW
side of the river, we have ten miles of ups
and downs through the woods and meadows, until, at around mile 54, we drop out
of this pleasant region of wooded hills and
hit busy Hwy 199, the main connector
between I-5 at Grants Pass and Hwy 101 at
Crescent City. We’re only on the highway
for half a mile, then return to little side
roads for the duration of the stage.

of the wonderful mountain miles of yesterday’s epic stage.
Wolf Creek descends in moderate, rolling lumps for six delightful miles. Then, after crossing a creek, we pick up Lower
Grave Creek Road and get after a little climb (above). It’s only
a half-mile or so and then, after some rollers, we get a snappy
descent of about two miles. More ups and downs follow, with
more down than up, overall, until this great run ends at mile
23, where we tee into the Merlin-Galice Road, which runs
south (upstream) along the Rogue River at one of this scenic
river’s more scenic stretches, Hellgate Canyon. There are some
nice vistas overlooking the the river (below).
The road itself is somewhat less wonderful than the ones that
preceded it, but is still very pleasant for cycling, which is good,
because we’re on it for most of 20 miles, through Galice and
almost to the town of Merlin. There are a few parks along the
river here, and it might be that we’ll find a spot for a sag at one
of them. Topography along this run is mostly level, although
there are four little bumps to clamber over, each
about 100' up and down.
I always imagined Merlin, Oregon would be very
quaint. How could it not be with a name like that?
In fact, it sprawls in typical suburban messiness
along the road for several miles. Fortunately,
we have figured out a detour to dodge this crud.
Just before the sprawl begins, at mile 41, we bail
with a right turn onto Azalea Drive and follow
a meandering route through wooded hills west
of Merlin and the bigger city of Grants Pass. It’s
mostly forest and meadow and river crossings,
but with a healthy dollop of rural-residential
thrown in. Not really wilderness and not really
agricultural. More like big country properties for
up-scale commuters. All of this run represents a
rather complicated bit of navigation, and I recall a
few of our trekkers wandering off-course through
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When the route leaves 199, there is a very
nice roadside cafe that is worth a visit:
Wilderville Pizza Cafe. It doesn’t look like
anything special from the street, but if you walk through a
breezeway, you emerge in a lovely, shady garden laid out along
the bank of a pretty creek. If the day is hot, this will seem like
heaven, and with 28 miles to go, it’s the perfect spot to refuel
for the run to camp.
For the next ten miles after the cafe, we’re on Fish Hatchery
Road and Southside Road. Southside in this case no longer
refers to the Rogue River. Back on our wooded run before the
cafe, we left the Rogue and took up with the little Applegate
River, and we’ll be near it, again heading in the upstream
direction, for the rest of the stage. We start out on the south
bank, then, after nipping past the village of Murphy, continue
along the north bank.
The region is known simply as The Applegate, and it has a
well-deserved reputation as good cycling country, drawing
local riders from Ashland, Medford, and Grants Pass. The
terrain is gently rolling. This is not dense forest, nor is it the

Stage 9:
Cantrall-Buckley to
Ashland
37 miles,
3000' up, 2500' down
This is a short ride to work with
our getaway day plans. Note
however the elevation gain: it
may be short, but it packs a bit
of a punch.
The big challenge on the day
comes early: Sterling Creek Road
(below). At mile five, it tilts up
into a serious piece of work, gaining 1400' in six miles. For
what it’s worth, it’s all pretty. Two smaller climbs and three
bigger descents follow, as we work our way into the fringe of
outlying residential communities surrounding Ashland.
As we descend Pioneer Road and Colver Road toward the town
of Talent, the landscape remains surprisingly rural (surprising, considering how close we now are to the city of Ashland).
When we finally hit the suburban streets of Talent, we use
one last bypass through that town to steer clear of busy Hwy

rural residential environment we were in west of Grants Pass.
It’s more large dairy farms and horse ranches, with scattered
woods here and there, and with the Applegate River on view
now and then (top photo, along North Applegate Road). Five
of the last miles of the stage are along Hwy 238, a somewhat
busier and less bike-friendly highway (but still okay).
The riding really couldn’t be much easier. From the time the
route hits the Rogue at mile 23 until the finish at mile 83, the
elevation rises from around 600' to 1600'. A thousand feet in
60 miles. Not much. There are numerous extra little bumps
in between that bulk up the total elevation gain—maybe ten
small little-ring climbs along the way—but overall, it’s an easy
cruise (although not forgetting our earlier disclaimer about
the possibility of hitting a hot day).
Cantrall-Buckley Park is on the bank of the Applegate River
and although there are showers, most of us on the 2005 tour
simply walked down to the river and fell in (middle photo).
While our day had not been a scorcher, it was warm enough
to make the chilly river feel inviting.
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99, and this will take us to the trailhead of the Bear Creek
Greenway (above) at mile 30.
This is a nice bike path/nature trail corridor that will be our
home all the way into the back streets of Ashland. It’s a sweet
little run, not only on its own merits but also because of what
it avoids: the congestion and sprawl along the main highway.
The trail rolls along the pretty creek in a no-brainer sort of
way for three miles, then dumps us out into a quiet, residential district, where another three-plus miles of side
streets take us back to the YMCA for showers.
In case you look at maps and wonder: there is
a bike path through this part of Ashland that
almost works to get us to our destination. But it
just misses out in a couple of crucial ways from
meeting our needs. So I elected to stick with a
run along these quiet city streets.
Ashland is a major tourist destination, what with
its famous Shakespeare Festival, and there are
more chic and trendy restaurants here than in
most cities twice its size. We piled into our cars
and drove to Pasta Piatti (right), a nice Italian
bistro with patio seating, for a wrap-up, winddown lunch before our drive back to California.
We were home before dark. We may choose this
restaurant again or pick someplace else. The list
of possible options is almost endless.
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There you go...a long read but still only a brief overview of
the whole package. It’s a wonderful tour. It offers up a huge
variety of magnificent scenery, from the high Cascades and
Crater Lake to the rocky beaches and then back over the
remote Coast Range and along lovely river canyons...Umpqua, Coquille, Applegate. The riding is challenging but not
impossibly difficult, with a great return on the investment in
terms of scenery and bike fun. And the logistics are relatively
simple...nothing especially complicated. It works!

Stages 1 & 2: Mt. McGloughlan from Howard Prairie Lake

Stage 2: The flats at the north end of Klamath Lake, on the way up to Crater Lake National Park
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Both photos, Stage 3: Crater Lake and Tokatee Falls
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Stage 4: Along the canyon of the Umpqua River

Stage 4: Colliding Rivers rest stop
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Stage 5: Fat Elk Road, along the Coquille River
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Stage 5: Shore Acres State Park, Cape Arago

Stages 5 & 6: Riding through the valley of the Coquille River

Stage 7: Riding along the South Fork of the Coquille River
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Stage 7: Coquille River Falls; riding in the “Tour de Fronds”
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Stage 8: Wolf Creek Inn and Applegate Valley
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Stage 8: North Applegate Road,
Applegate Valley

Stage 9: Riding the Bear Creek Greenway into Ashland
24
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The Southern Oregon Tour
Day 1: Ashland to Howard Prairie Lake
22 miles, 3500’ up, 1000’ down
R on Tolman Creek Road............................... 0.0
Leave Ashland YMCA
L on Green Springs Hwy (Rte 66).................. 0.2
L on Dead Indian Memorial Highway............. 1.1
Summit (5225’)............................................ 14.1
R on Hyatt Lake Road.................................. 18.2
L into Howard Prairie Lake Resort............... 21.6
Finish........................................................... 21.8
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Southern Oregon Tour
Stage 1—Ashland to Howard Prairie Lake
22 miles, 3500' up, 1000' down
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The Southern Oregon Tour
Day 2: Howard Prairie Lake to
Mazama Village (Crater Lake NP)
70 miles, 4000’ up, 2000’ down
Leave Howard Prairie Lake Resort................. 0.0
R on Hyatt Lake Road.................................... 0.4
R on Dead Indian Memorial Highway............. 3.7
R on Hwy 140.............................................. 23.3
L on West Side Road................................... 29.2
Sign says: “Rocky Point, Ft Klamath.”
Becomes Seven Mile Road........................... 45.8
L on Weed Road.......................................... 51.1
Sign says: “To Crater Lake.”
Straight on Hwy 62...................................... 52.9
Town of Fort Klamath
Begin long 4% grade.................................... 59.0
Crater Lake National Park boundary............. 59.4
Vista point over Annie Creek........................ 68.2
R on Crater Lake Highway............................ 69.5
Through park entrance station
R into Mazama Village campground............. 69.5
Finish........................................................... 70.0
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Southern Oregon Tour
Day 2—Howard Prairie Lake to Mazama Village (Crater Lake NP)
70 miles, 4000' up, 2000'down
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The Southern Oregon Tour
Day 3: Mazama Village to
Horseshoe Bend USFS camp
64 miles, 2500’ up, 7100’ down
77 miles, 4400’ up, 9000’ down
Leave Mazama Village campground............... 0.0
R on Crater Lake Highway.............................. 0.5
L on West Rim Drive...................................... 4.9
Long route turns R on East Rim Drive
R into Visitor Center....................................... 7.9
Visit lodge
Cont on West Rim Drive................................. 8.5
Top of climb and high point of tour.............. 11.2
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Junction with East Rim Drive....................... 14.0
Long route rejoins with 27+ miles (add 13+ miles
to remaining short-course routing)
Leave Crater Lake National Park................... 22.5
L on Hwy 138............................................... 23.3
L on Hwy 230 (only briefly).......................... 26.2
R on Diamond Lake Highway....................... 26.4
Ride along Diamond Lake
L on Hwy 138............................................... 30.9
Clearwater Falls (bike shoes okay)............... 40.0
Watson Falls (walking shoes required)........ 49.0
Tokatee Falls (easy access off side road)..... 52.0
L into Horseshoe Bend USFS camp............. 63.5
R into Deer Flat group site........................... 64.0
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Southern Oregon Tour
Day 3—Mazama Village (Crater Lake NP) to Horseshoe Bend
64 miles, 2500' up, 7100'down
77 miles, 4400' up, 9000' down
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The Southern Oregon Tour
Day 4: Horseshoe Bend to
Camas Valley

79 miles, 3000’ up, 3400’ down
Leave Horseshoe Bend camp......................... 0.0
L on Hwy 138................................................. 0.5
Cruising along the Umpqua River
R on Clide Loop Drive.................................. 30.0
Rest stop at Colliding Rivers vista point....... 31.0
R on Hwy 138 over bridge........................... 31.8
L on Little River Road (Rte 750).................. 32.0
R on Buckhorn Road.................................... 33.2
L on Hwy 138............................................... 46.3
L on Douglas Avenue................................... 47.2
Into and through city of Roseburg
Rest stop: corner of Spruce and Douglas.... 50.0
L on Spruce, R on Washington.................... 50.4
Over river, under Interstate-5
L on Harrison Street..................................... 51.1
R on Military Avenue.................................... 51.4
L on Lookingglass Road.............................. 53.6
L on Lookingglass at stop sign.................... 58.5
R on Coos Bay Wagon Road (Rte 5)............ 58.7
Summit (1277’)............................................ 65.2
L on Reston Road........................................ 66.3
R on Hwy 42................................................ 70.9
Summit (1480’)............................................ 76.8
R on Camas Valley Road.............................. 78.7
R into Camas Valley High School................. 78.9
Finish........................................................... 79.0
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The Southern Oregon Tour
Day 5: Camas Valley to Sunset Bay
70-75 miles, 2500’ up, 3600’ down
Leave Camas Valley High School................... 0.0
R on S. Camas Valley Road............................ 0.1
R on Hwy 42.................................................. 0.4
Cruising along the Middle Fork, Coquille River
Sandy Creek covered bridge wayside........... 15.0
L on Spruce Street....................................... 33.0
Town of Myrtle Point; regroup
Bear R on Lampa Valley Road...................... 33.8
Also known as Myrtle Point-Lampa Road and
Lampa Lane
R on Arago Junction Road........................... 37.1
Sign says: “To Coquille.”
R on Coquille-Fat Elk Road........................... 41.1
Becomes Fishtrap Drive
L on Hwy 42S (Coquille-Bandon Hwy)......... 45.0
Cloverleaf loop over river into town of Coquille
L on Hwy 42................................................. 45.3
Merge R onto Hwy 101 ............................... 56.2
L on Shinglehouse Slough Road.................. 58.6
L on Libby Lane........................................... 60.6
L on Cape Arago Highway............................ 66.3
R into Norton Gulch group site.................... 70.0
OR...
Continue on Cape Arago Hwy to end of road, turn
around and come back. See write-up for more options.
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The Southern Oregon Tour
Day 6: Sunset Bay to Powers
65 miles, 2500’ up, 3600’ down
Leave Norton Gulch group site....................... 0.0
L on Cape Arago Highway.............................. 0.2
R on Walker Avenue....................................... 2.9
R on Seven Devils Road................................. 3.1
Bear L on Beaver Hill Road............................ 9.3
Seven Devils bears R and turns to gravel.
R on East Humphreys Road......................... 13.7
Also known as Whisky Run and Randolf Trail
L on Seven Devils Road............................... 16.5
R on West Humphreys Road........................ 18.2
Also known as Brown Rd or Lagoon Rd; toward
Bandon Dunes Golf Resort
L on Round Lake Road................................. 19.2
R on Hwy 101.............................................. 21.2
R on Riverside Drive.................................... 22.7
Also known as Bandon Scenic Loop.
L on Fillmore Avenue (town of Bandon)....... 24.4
Look for a regroup along the waterfront.
L on 3rd Avene, uphill, out of town.............. 24.6
L/R on North Avenue/Hwy 42-S................... 25.2
R on Lampa Lane......................................... 32.6
Also known as Myrtle Point-Lampa Road.
R on Lampa Lane......................................... 38.1
Becomes Spruce Street in Myrtle Point........ 44.9
R on Hwy 42................................................ 45.1
R on Powers Highway.................................. 47.9
R into Powers County Park.......................... 65.2
Finish........................................................... 65.3
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Day 7: Powers to Glendale

71 miles, 6000’ up, 5000’ down
Leave Powers County Park............................ 0.0
R on Powers South Road............................... 0.1
Through town of Powers
L on National Forest Dev. Road 3348........... 18.1
Sign says: “To Glendale 57.”
Also known as Kelsey Mule Road.
Summit ( approx 2400’)............................... 33.0
Summit (3789’); big downhill ahead............ 38.9
L on BLM Road 31-9-35.............................. 41.3
Follow sign to West Fork Cow Creek.
Continue straight on West Fork Road.......... 48.1
Bear R on West Fork Cow Creek Road......... 53.0
Also known as Riddle-Cow Creek Road.
Becomes Reuben Road................................ 66.2
L on Azalea-Glen Road................................. 70.8
L into Glendale High School......................... 71.0
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71 miles, 6000' up, 5000' down
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Day 8: Glendale to Cantrall-Buckley
83 miles, 3700’ up, 3700’ down
Leave Glendale High School........................... 0.0
L on Azalea-Glen Road................................... 0.1
R on Junction Road....................................... 2.5
L onto Interstate-5 on-ramp........................... 3.2
Sign says: “To Grants Pass.”
Stage Road Pass summit (1830’).................. 4.5
Exit I-5 to Wolf Creek..................................... 7.5
R on Lower Wolf Creek Road......................... 8.1
In front of Wolf Creek Inn.
Straight on Lower Grave Creek Road........... 14.0
L on Merlin-Galice Road.............................. 23.0
Along the Rogue River (Hellgate Canyon)
Rand Visitor Center (water).......................... 27.7
R on Azalea Drive......................................... 40.7
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R on Robertson Bridge Road....................... 41.6
Descend to bridge over Rogue River.
L on River Banks Road................................. 44.4
R on Hwy 199.............................................. 53.6
L on Fish Hatchery Road.............................. 54.8
Also known as Old Redwood Hwy; sign says: “To
Wilderville & Fish Hatchery Road.”
L on Fish Hatchery Road.............................. 54.8
Sign says: “To New Hope and Murphy.”
Nice cafe at the junction.
R on South Side Road.................................. 59.3
L/L on Murphy Creek Road/Hwy 238........... 63.5
R on North Applegate Road......................... 63.9
L on Hwy 238............................................... 75.7
R on Hamilton Road..................................... 81.6
R on Cantrall Road....................................... 82.6
L into Cantral-Buckley campsites................. 82.8
Finish........................................................... 83.0
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Day 9: Cantrall-Buckley to Ashland
37 miles, 3000’ up, 2500’ down
Leave Cantrall-Buckley Park........................... 0.0
R on Hamilton Road....................................... 0.2
R on Applegate Road..................................... 1.3
L on Little Applegate Road............................. 2.3
L on Stirling Creek Road................................ 5.4
Summit (3200’)............................................ 11.7
R on Poor Man Creek Road.......................... 15.1
L on Griffin Creek Road................................ 18.8
R on Pioneer Road....................................... 19.3
R on Dark Hollow Road................................ 19.9
Straight onto Pioneer Road.......................... 23.5
R on Colver Road......................................... 25.5
R on Talent Avenue...................................... 27.7
Just before Colver tees into Hwy 99.
Cross 99 to Bear Creek Greenway................ 30.3
Follow trail into Ashland.
Depart trail straight onto Helman Street....... 33.0
L on West Hersey Street.............................. 33.6
R on North Mountain Avenue....................... 34.2
L on East Main Street................................... 34.9
R on Tolman Creek Road............................. 36.0
R into YMCA lot........................................... 36.4
Finish........................................................... 36.5
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Day 9—Cantrall-Buckley to Ashland
37 miles, 3000' up, 2500' down
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